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ABSTRACT 26 

Fire-generated tornadic vortices (FGTVs) linked to pyrocumulonimbi (pyroCbs) are a 27 

potentially deadly, yet poorly understood and seldom observed wildfire hazard. In this study 28 

we use radar and satellite observations to examine three FGTV cases during high impact 29 

wildfires during the 2020 fire season in California, USA. We establish that these FGTVs each 30 

exhibit tornado-strength anticyclonic rotation, with rotational velocity as strong as 30 m s-1 31 

(60 kts), vortex depths of up to 5 km AGL, and pyroCb plume tops as high as 16 km MSL. 32 

These data suggest similarities to EF2+ strength tornadoes. Volumetric renderings of vortex 33 

and plume morphology reveal two types of vortices: embedded vortices anchored to the fire 34 

and residing within high reflectivity convective columns and shedding vortices that detach 35 

from the fire and move downstream. Time-averaged radar data further show that each case 36 

exhibits fire-generated meso-scale flow perturbations characterized by flow splitting around 37 

the fire’s updraft and pronounced flow reversal in the updraft’s lee. All the FGTVs occur 38 

during deep-pyroconvection, including pyroCb, suggesting an important role of both fire and 39 

cloud processes. The commonalities in plume and vortex morphology provide the basis for a 40 

conceptual model describing when, where, and why these FGTVs form.  41 

 42 

 43 

CAPSULE  44 

Radar observations explain where, when, and why fire-generated tornadoes will form. 45 

 46 

 47 
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1. Introduction  48 

Wildfires have emerged as a leading societal threat yet are less understood and more difficult 49 
to predict than other weather-based disasters (Peace et al. 2020). One key complexity in 50 
wildfires is the development of fire-generated severe convective storms (i.e., 51 
pyrocumulonimbus, “pyroCb,” Fromm et al. 2006; 2010;Terrasson et al. 2019), which can 52 
contain extreme updrafts (60 m s-1, 130 mph, Rodriguez et al. 2020), generate hail and 53 
lightning (Fromm et al. 2006; 2010; Laroche and Lange 2017), and spawn tornadic vortices 54 
with winds sometimes exceeding 60 m s-1 (140 mph; Fromm et al. 2006; Cunningham and 55 
Reeder 2009; McRae et al. 2013; Lareau et al. 2018). The dynamics of fire-generated 56 
tornadic vortices (FGTVs) are not well established, having only been comprehensively 57 
documented in two cases to date (Fromm et al. 2006; McRae et al. 2013; Lareau et al. 2018). 58 
For example, it is not understood where in the fire FGTVs form, how they are linked to the 59 
convective plume and vigorous pyro-convection, including pyroCb, and how consistent their 60 
radar signatures are from one event to the next. This knowledge gap motivates this paper, 61 
which establishes commonalities in the location, morphology, and evolution of FGTVs 62 
during three high impact wildfires.  63 

2. Background 64 

Fire Generated Vortices (FGVs) span many spatial, temporal, and intensity scales (Forthofer 65 
and Goodrick 2011; Tohidi et al. 2018). Small FGVs (~10 m) are common and transient (10s 66 
of seconds), often presenting as flaming whirls along the fire line, whereas larger, long-lived 67 
FGVs (~100 m, 10s of minutes) are less common, but still regularly observed by fire-fighters 68 
(Countryman 1971). In contrast, FGTVs (also called pyrogenetic tornadoes; Cunningham and 69 
Reeder 2009) are exceedingly rare, with winds as high as 62 m s-1 (140 mph), vertical extents 70 
of 1000s of meters, large diameters (100-1000 m), and dynamical links to the updrafts in deep 71 
pyro-convection, including pyroCb (Fromm et al. 2006; Cunningham and Reeder 2009; 72 
McRae et al. 2013; Lareau et al. 2018).  73 

The spectrum of FGV spatial and intensity scales, up to and including FGTVs, 74 
suggests a range of governing processes and vortex morphologies. Indeed, experiments and 75 
observations indicate multiple types of vortices occur in wildfire (or other) convective plumes 76 
(e.g., Church et al. 1980; Fric and Roshko 1994; Cunningham et al. 2005). Excellent reviews 77 
of FGVs are available from Forthofer and Goodrick (2011) and Tohidi et al. (2018). Some 78 
key elements of plumes and vortices particularly relevant to our FGTV cases are summarized 79 
below.  80 

 81 
Plumes in crossflow: Experiments with jets/plumes in a crossflow, analogous to a wildfire 82 
convective plume in a background wind, indicate counter-rotating vortex pairs (CVPs), near-83 
surface flow splitting and reversal, and wake vortices that detach from the plume and migrate 84 
downstream (Mahesh 2013). Figure 1 provides an annotated summary of some of these 85 
plume, vortex, and flow features, which are elaborated on below.  86 

The CVP is embedded within the jet/plume core with the axis of rotation parallel to 87 
the jet/plume trajectory and thus near vertical close to the origin and quasi-horizontal 88 
downstream (red and blue arrows, Fig. 1a). Examples of CVPs in wildfire scenarios include 89 
those in simulations by Cunningham et al. (2005) and Thurston et al. (2018) and in 90 
observations from Church et al. (1980), Haines and Smith (1987), and Banta et al. (1992). 91 
Based on inferences from open-flame experiments Shinohara and Matsushima (2012) 92 
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hypothesize that CVPs may be the source of large FGVs in landscape-scale fires (i.e., 1000s 93 
of acres).  94 

Jets/plumes in a crossflow also yield flow splitting around the jet core, with enhanced 95 
flow around the jet’s periphery and reversed flow in the jet’s lee, implying counter rotation 96 
associated with the CVP (Fig. 1b). This pattern can become asymmetric for oval jets at an 97 
angle to the flow (Wu et al. 1988, Fig. 1c) and due to sheared wind profiles (Lavelle 1997). 98 
Flow splitting and flow reversal are apparent in coupled fire-atmosphere simulations with 99 
more complex fire-line geometry (Clark et al. 1996) and have long-been postulated as being 100 
associated with FGVs (tornadic and otherwise), such as discussed by Countryman (1971) and 101 
echoed in Forthofer and Goodrick (2011) and Potter (2012).  102 

Shedding vortices are “tornado-like”, originate near the leeside of the jet/plume, occur 103 
in alternating cyclonic and anticyclonic patterns, and remain pendant from the bent-over 104 
plume (red and blue shading, Fig 1a). Their formation is sensitive to the comparative strength 105 
of the jet/plume updraft and that of the crossflow (Fric and Roshko 1994). Shedding vortices 106 
have been observed in man-made fires (Church et al. 1980), are apparent in numerical 107 
simulations of wildfire plumes (Cunningham et al. 2005) and are likely implicated in 108 
destructive vortices documented during wildland and industrial fires (Pirsko et al. 1965; 109 
Hissong 1926). 110 
 111 
Pyrocumulonimbi: Vigorous pyro-convection, including pyroCb, appears to be linked to 112 
FGTV formation and intensification (Lareau et al. 2018). PyroCb form when fire-generated 113 
updrafts reach their level of free convection (LFC), release moist instability aloft, and then 114 
rise above the homogenous freezing level (-38° C, Fromm et al. 2010). A fire’s ability to 115 
reach the LFC is a function of the thermodynamic environment (Lareau and Clements 2016; 116 
Peterson et al. 2017a,b; Rodriguez et al. 2020), the fire’s sensible and latent heat fluxes 117 
(Trentman et al. 2006; Luderer et al. 2006; 2009; Tory et al. 2018; Tory and Kepert 2021), 118 
and the size/geometry of the fire (Badlan et al. 2021a,b). PyroCb cloud base tends to occur 119 
near the Convective Condensation Level (CCL; Lareau and Clements 2016), and more 120 
precisely is determined by the plume’s temperature and moisture (Tory et al. 2018). Updrafts 121 
near pyroCb cloud base can be as high as 60 m s-1 (Rodriguez et al. 2020) and plume tops can 122 
penetrate the stratosphere (Fromm et al. 2006; 2010; Peterson et al. 2021). Accordingly, 123 
vigorous pyro-convection, including pyroCb, have been linked to violent firestorms (Fromm 124 
et al. 2006; Peterson et al. 2015; Peace et al. 2017; Terrasson et al. 2019) and FGTVs, 125 
wherein it is hypothesized that pyroCbs provide enhanced column stretching that contributes 126 
to FGTV spin up (Cunningham and Reeder 2009; McRae et al. 2013; Lareau et al. 2018). 127 
 128 
While there are strong indications that “jet in a crossflow” dynamics and vigorous pyro-129 
convective processes both contribute to FGTV development, to date there have been few 130 
observations of vortex and plume morphology with which to confront these theories. This 131 
sets the stage for the analyses that follow.  132 
  133 

3. Data and Methods 134 

a. Radar Data 135 

NEXRAD radar data are used to quantify wildfire plume processes, including FGTV winds. 136 
These 10-cm wavelength radars are sensitive to the large (mm-cm scale) particulate ash and 137 
debris, called pyrometeors, lofted in wildfire convective plumes (McCarthy et al. 2019). The 138 
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metadata for the radars used are included in Table 1. For analyses of three-dimensional plume 139 
structures these radar data are interpolated to common cartesian grids whereas for analyses of 140 
the near surface winds data are kept on a native polar grid (azimuth, range). Some of the 141 
velocity data are aliased, requiring an algorithmic and manual dealiasing (Appendix A1). 142 

After dealiasing, FGTV strength is quantified using the rotational velocity, given by 143 
 144 

𝑉!"# = ½(𝑉$ − 𝑉%) 145 
 146 
where 𝑉$ and 𝑉% are the strongest out/inbound radial velocities, respectively, proximal to the 147 
vortex center, which is manually determined (Gibbs 2016). 𝑉!"# is correlated with, but 148 
different from, the actual vortex strength.  149 

b. Satellite Data 150 

Data from GOES17 are used to examine fire and plume processes. We use a “Fire-RGB” 151 
approach, which blends data from the near-infrared (1.6, 2.2, 3.9 µm) channels and allows 152 
viewers to differentiate between more and less intense fires (red is cooler, white is hotter). 153 
(https://rammb.cira.colostate.edu/training/visit/quick_guides/Fire_Temperature_RGB.pdf). 154 
Similarly, we use “true-color RGB” imagery to examine smoke and pyroCb processes. The 155 
true color images combine data from the 0.47 µm (blue), 0.64 µm (red), and 0.86 µm 156 
(“veggie”) channels. The spatial resolution of the fire- and true-color-RGB data are 2 and 1 157 
km, respectively. 158 

c. Ancillary Data 159 

Data from the high-resolution rapid refresh (HRRR; Benjamin et al. 2016) hourly analyses 160 
are used to characterize the meteorology during the FGTVs. These data include the near 161 
surface wind (80 m AGL), mid-tropospheric wind (700, 500 hPa), 500 hPa geopotential 162 
heights, and grid-point thermodynamic profiles. Thermodynamic data from the Reno, NV 163 
radiosonde are also used in the case study of the Loyalton Fire. Fire perimeter data are 164 
obtained from the national infrared observations program (NIROPs).  165 

3. Results 166 

a. The Loyalton Fire 167 

The lightning started Loyalton Fire consumed ~20,000 acres (8100 ha) on 15 August 2020, 168 
yielding a deep pyroCb and a sequence of FGTVs (Table 2). The fire’s growth occurred 169 
during southwest surface winds, which backed with height, becoming more southerly in the 170 
mid-troposphere (Fig. 2c). The thermodynamic environment was conducive to elevated 171 
convection (Fig. 2a,d) and consistent with the climatology of pyroCb environments (Peterson 172 
et al. 2017a). 173 

The evolution of the Loyalton Fire’s FGTVs and pyroCbs are summarized in Fig. 3 174 
(see animation S1). The time-height diagram of radar reflectivity (Fig. 3a) indicates rapid 175 
plume growth from 6.5 to ~13 km MSL. During the plume deepening, cores of high 176 
reflectivity air (>30 dbZ) ascend with time, indicative of vigorous convective updrafts. 177 
Noting that the CCL was at ~5 km (black dashed line in Fig. 3a), the entire upper portion of 178 
the plume was involved in deep-moist convection, as is apparent from photographs (Fig. 3c) 179 
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and satellite imagery (Fig. 3d). The plume tops extended above the homogenous freezing 180 
level (-38°C at 10.1 km), ensuring a glaciated pyroCb. 181 

During the plume growth a sequence of anticyclonic FGTVs developed, as shown in 182 
the time-series of 𝑉!"# (Fig. 3b) and vortex depths (black squares, Fig. 3a). These data show 183 
long-duration vortex activity, punctuated by periods with peak 𝑉!"# reaching as high as 25.5 184 
m s-1 (~50 kts). 𝑉!"# was strongest close to the surface and decayed with height. The 185 
corresponding vortex depths were notable, with one vortex (~2035 UTC) reaching ~6.5 km 186 
MSL (4.9 km AGL), and multiple vortices extending above the condensation level (see 187 
Appendix A2). This means that some, but not all, of the vortices extend from the surface into 188 
the pyroCb.  189 

Radar snap shots of the strongest vortices at 2030, 2125, and 2205 UTC (Fig. 4) 190 
indicate distinct in- and outbound velocity couplets (Fig. 4b,d,f) near the advancing left flank 191 
of the head fire (black dashed lines; Fig. 4a,c,e). The first two FGTVs were anchored to the 192 
head fire and reside within high reflectivity updraft cores (Fig. 4a,b,c,d). In contrast, the third 193 
vortex was detached from the fire, residing in a lower reflectivity region downstream (i.e., to 194 
the northeast; Fig. 4e,f).  195 

These vortex locations are representative of two distinct vortex morphologies linked 196 
to persistent flow features, as revealed by a time-mean analysis (Fig. 5a,b). To be specific, 197 
flow splitting (blue arrows; Fig. 5b) and reversal (red arrow; Fig. 5b) occur around the edges 198 
of, and in the lee of, the high reflectivity updraft core rising from the head fire (black oval, 199 
Fig. 5a). This persistent flow pattern implies a CVP linked to the fire flanks (red and blue 200 
circles; Fig. 5b).  201 

The vortex core locations (triangles) indicate two groupings related to these flow 202 
features. The first (red triangles) reside in the high reflectivity updraft and within the 203 
anticyclonic branch of the broader CVP. We refer to these as embedded vortices. The second 204 
subset (purple triangles) are found downwind from the fire, and progress along the 205 
anticyclonic shear zone on the periphery of the flow reversal region. We refer to these as 206 
shedding vortices. 207 

These FGTV and plume morphologies are also apparent in the 3D plume structure, as 208 
shown with radar reflectivity iso-surfaces and vertical vortex lines (Fig. 5c,d). These data 209 
indicate that the convective plume is bent over in the wind, with evidence for bifurcation (see 210 
P1 and P2 plume cores in Fig. 4d) associated with the CVP. The embedded vortices reside 211 
within the high reflectivity updraft (P1). The shedding vortices detach from the updraft and 212 
translate downwind, pendant from the underside of the arcing plume in a region of low 213 
reflectivity. This region of low reflectivity is also apparent as the narrow “weakness” in the 214 
reflectivity plan-view map in Fig. 5a, which occurs in the region between the updraft and the 215 
ash fall downwind. The time mean radar reflectivity also indicates a counter-clockwise 216 
curving ashfall region (black dashed line, Fig. 5a), which is evidence of the backing wind 217 
profile (shown in Fig. 2a,c,d).  218 

Photographs and videos help confirm these radar observations, showing that the 219 
earlier FGTVs (e.g., before 2130 UTC) were embedded in an anticyclonically rotating smoke 220 
and ash filled convective column linked directly to the fire (P1, Fig. 5e). In contrast, the later 221 
“shedding” FGTV, shown in Fig. 5f, was funnel-like, pendant from the plume aloft, and 222 
separated from the primary fire front, consistent with the 3D radar renderings.  223 

Taken together, the observations from the Loyalton Fire provide rare insight into the 224 
location and morphology of FGTVs and show distinct similarities to laboratory experiments 225 
with jets/plumes in crossflows in terms of vortex locations, flow features, and plume 226 
geometry (c.f., Fig. 1).  227 

b. The Creek Fire 228 
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The Creek Fire generated explosive pyroCb, reaching ~16 km MSL, and multiple strong 229 
FGTVs (30 m s-1) on 5 September 2020 under the influence of diurnally varying upslope and 230 
up-valley winds (Fig. 6c, Table 2). Like the Loyalton Fire, a pronounced backing wind 231 
profile impacted the plume (Fig 6a,c,d), who’s growth is summarized in Fig. 7 (see animation 232 
S2). These data indicate progressive plume deepening (from 8 to ~16 km), periods with deep 233 
convective cores, and sustained pyroCb activity (as shown in Fig. 7c,d). Plume tops easily 234 
surpassed the CCL at ~5.9 km and the homogenous freezing level at ~11 km. The pyroCb 235 
went on to produce lightning, precipitation, and downdrafts (a complete analysis of which are 236 
beyond the scope of this manuscript). These radar data also indicate a secondary pyroCb 237 
event in the evening (~0245 UTC on 6 Sept) wherein high reflectivity cores (~40 dbZ) 238 
reached ~12 km and plume tops 14 km.  239 

The 𝑉!"# time series (Fig. 7b) and vortex depths (black squares, Fig 7a) show that the 240 
three deepest plume pulses were associated with FGTVs with 𝑉!"#	exceeding 20 m s-1 (40 kts) 241 
at ~2050, 2200, and 0310 UTC (on 6 Sept). The peak 𝑉!"# twice reached 30 m s-1 (60 kts, see 242 
Appendix A1), which is ~5 m s-1 (10 kts) stronger than in the Loyalton Fire despite the 243 
diminished beam-to-beam azimuthal resolution (1 km vs 480 m, see Table 1). The 244 
corresponding vortex depths (black squares in Fig. 7a) indicate vertically continuous 245 
circulations from the surface (~1500 m) to ~6 km MSL. Based on the estimated CCL (5.9 246 
km), it is likely that some of these vortices extended to cloud base.  247 

The Creek Fire’s FGTVs were all anticyclonic, occurring on the advancing left flank 248 
of the head fire (Fig. 8a-i), in a location conspicuously similar to the FGTVs during the 249 
Loyalton Fire. Notably, the FGTV location is persistent in time and space relative to the fire 250 
throughout the day, implying these vortices are anchored to, and embedded in, the fire’s 251 
updrafts. The radar snap shots additionally show that the width of the anticyclonic circulation 252 
is much larger during the Creek Fire (~5 km diameter) than during the Loyalton Fire (~1-2 253 
km diameters). These broader circulations suggest the potential for more significant wind 254 
impacts. 255 

Apart from the FGTVs, the radar-observed airflow indicates prominent flow splitting 256 
around the fire flanks (red) and flow reversal zones (green) downwind of the head fire (Fig. 257 
8b,e,h). The flow reversal is most pronounced at ~2200 UTC, extending ~10 km downwind 258 
of the head fire and reflecting a meso-gamma scale modification of the ambient flow due to 259 
the fire’s updraft (Fig. 8e). As with the Loyalton Fire, this flow reversal region is distinct 260 
from the FGTV circulation and is present even at times when no FGTV is observed.  261 

The radar reflectivity and velocity signatures are suggestive of mesocyclonic storm 262 
structures during ordinary tornados (Fig. 8a,d,g). To be specific, the FGTVs are collocated 263 
with quasi-circular maxima in radar reflectivity, indicative of heavy ash and debris loading. 264 
Downwind of the FGTV maxima, the ash fall region exhibits a counterclockwise turning 265 
(solid black lines) indicative of the backing wind profile (e.g., hodograph in Fig. 6d). The 266 
backing winds result from a combination of thermally forced upslope and up-valley winds at 267 
the surface and a southeasterly flow aloft around an anomalous upper-level ridge to the East 268 
(Fig. 6b) 269 

The FGTV relationship to the three-dimensional plume structure is examined using 270 
radar reflectivity iso-surfaces and vortex lines (Fig. 8j,k,l). These data show that during the 271 
initial vortex phase (2030-2100 UTC) there are two distinct plume cores (i.e., bifurcating 272 
plume) on the left and right flanks of the head fire (Fig. 8j). The anticyclonic vortices are 273 
embedded in the left, shallower updraft and ascend to ~5 km MSL. Interestingly, the right 274 
(cyclonic) updraft is linked to the much deeper part of the plume, which reaches ~16 km 275 
MSL. 276 

During the second vortex period (2130-2158 UTC) the plume cores have moved 277 
laterally away from one another, and the left (anticyclonic) plume is more bent over, while 278 
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the cyclonic updraft remains more upright and deeper (Fig. 8k). As before, the vortex cores 279 
remain embedded in the anticyclonic updraft. In contrast, for the tertiary, nocturnal FGTV 280 
(0240-0327 UTC) the cyclonic updraft is less established, and the deepest part of the plume is 281 
linked to the anticyclonic vortex region (Fig. 8l). One reason for this change may be 282 
decoupling of the near-surface winds after dark (note inbound flow adjacent to the fire in Fig. 283 
8h). 284 

In summary, the Creek Fire produced long-duration, high rotational velocity, 285 
embedded vortices linked to an extremely deep pyroCb. Like the Loyalton Fire, flow reversal 286 
and flow splitting due to the fire’s updraft are prominent manifestations of fire-modified 287 
flows. However, unlike the Loyalton Fire, all FGTVs remained embedded within updraft 288 
cores, with no indication of vortex shedding.   289 

c. The Bear Fire 290 

Whereas the Loyalton and Creek Fires occurred under typical summer conditions, the Bear 291 
Fire (Table 2) occurred during a strong downslope windstorm (Fig. 9), with sustained 292 
northeast winds of 15 m s-1 (Fig. 9c) and gusts up to 30 m s-1 (Fig. 9d). These winds drove 293 
rapid fire spread and contributed to substantial temporal variations in plume depth (Fig. 10a, 294 
see animation S3), including “pyropulses” wherein short duration pyroCb developed, then 295 
dissipated. The estimated cloud base was >6 km MSL and the homogonous freezing level 296 
~10 km MSL.  297 

The period of interest for FGTVs is the pyropulse reaching ~12 km at 0040-0200 298 
UTC (Fig. 10a,c). During this time a sequence of short-lived, intense, anticyclonic vortices 299 
were observed, as shown in the 𝑉!"#	time series (Fig. 10b). The strongest FGTV reached a 300 
𝑉!"# of 30 m s-1 (60 kts) with a depth of 3.3 km MSL. Despite the separation between the 301 
vortex tops and the cloud base (>6 km), there is a clear covariation of pyroCb depth and 302 
FGTV strength (Fig. 10b). This covariation occurs with both the spin up and spin down, as 303 
evident in the decrease in vortex depth and rotation as the pyroCb plume tops subside from 304 
0100 to 0200 UTC. We note that the Loyalton and Creek Fire cases showed similar 305 
covariations in plume and vortex processes, as did the Carr Fire (Lareau et al. 2018), 306 
suggesting vortex tube stretching via plume vertical development.  307 

Time-averaged radar maps, along with vortex snapshots, establish the dominant flow 308 
features during the Bear Fire (Fig. 11a,b). Like the previous fires, these data indicate 309 
prominent flow reversal (red shading) extending >10 km downwind of the head fire, with 310 
strong convergence between the northeasterly winds (15-25 m s-1) and the reversed flow (10-311 
15 m s-1; Fig. 11b). The northeasterly flow splits around the head fire, yielding cyclonic and 312 
anticyclonic shear zones along the northern and southern periphery of the flow reversal zone, 313 
respectively. The anticyclonic shear zone is the stronger of the two (i.e., a tighter gradient), 314 
and hosts the compact, but vigorous, anticyclonic FGTVs (Fig. 11c,d,e). The radar snapshots 315 
also show that the FGTVs emerge from near the head fire, then migrate downstream along 316 
the anticyclonic shear maxima (Fig. 11c,d,e). This evolution indicates these are shedding 317 
vortices similar to those during the later stages of the Loyalton Fire (compare with the 318 
magenta triangles in Fig. 5a,b). 319 

The accompanying radar volume and vortex-line renderings show that the vortices 320 
diminish in depth as they move downstream and detach from the left-flank of the head fire 321 
(i.e., moving right to left in the image; Fig. 11g,h). The vortices also occur downwind from 322 
where the flanking plume merges with the head fire’s updraft and lifts from its near-surface 323 
trajectory (annotation arrows in Fig. 11g,h), which is consistent with the location of wake-324 
like vortices found in laboratory experiments (e.g., Fric and Roshko 1994). The 325 
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accompanying webcam snapshot shows the approximate location of these FGTVs, though the 326 
vortices are cloaked in smoke and ash (Fig. 11i).  327 

Both the volumetric and near-surface reflectivity data also indicate counter-clockwise 328 
curvature in the ash fall region extending away from the head fire (Fig. 11a,g,h). As with the 329 
previous cases, this curvature is indicative of the backing winds, which turn from northeast 330 
near the surface to northerly aloft (as shown in Fig. 9a,c). This is also apparent in the 331 
photograph, which shows dense smoke and ash spreading southward above the vortex zone. 332 

In summary, the Bear Fire provides an interesting case of high, near-surface winds 333 
and strong, but transient, FGTVs that propagate away from the head fire along an 334 
anticyclonic shear zone. Thus, there are similarities to the subset of shedding vortices 335 
observed during the Loyalton Fire and to the broader disruption of the flow apparent in all 336 
three cases. These similarities set the stage for the following synthesis of these FGTV events.  337 
 338 

4. Synthesis and Discussion 339 

a. Common Radar Signatures 340 

Commonalities amongst the Loyalton, Creek, and Bear Fires provide the building blocks for 341 
a FGTV conceptual model. These common features, summarized schematically in Fig. 12, 342 
are: 343 
 344 

(1) Anticyclonic vortices (triangles) with rotational velocity exceeding 20 m s-1 (40 kts) 345 
on the left flank of the asymmetric head fire (black oval in upper panels) with two 346 
distinct morphologies: 347 

(a) Embedded FGTVs within the high-reflectivity updraft cores and anchored to 348 
the fire (red triangles) 349 

(b) Shedding FGTVs moving away from the fire along the periphery of the 350 
reversed flow (magenta triangles).  351 

(2) Flow splitting (blue arrows) and flow reversal (red arrows) around the head fire 352 
indicative of CVPs (blue and red circles). The flow reversal can extend >10 km 353 
downwind from the fire. 354 

(3) Counter-clockwise curving ashfall extending downwind from the head fire indicative 355 
of a backing wind profile (see inset wind barbs). 356 

(4) Bent-over and bifurcating plume structures associated with the CVP (as shown in 357 
earlier volume renderings, e.g., Fig. 5d). 358 

(5) Deepening pyro-convection, including pyroCb, with plume tops reaching 12+ km 359 
MSL during FGTV periods (as shown in earlier time-height diagrams) 360 

 361 
Many of these common features are strikingly similar to those observed in laboratory 362 
experiments with jets, plumes, and flames in crossflow (c.f., Fig. 1; Fric and Roshko 1994, 363 
Wu et al. 1988, Shinohara and Matsushima 2012), and consistent with descriptions of FGVs 364 
in Countryman (1971) and other reviews (Cunningham et al. 2005; Forthofer and Goodrick 365 
2011; Potter 2012; Tohidi et al. 2018). To be specific, observations and experiments both 366 
indicate steady-state CVPs, flow splitting and reversal, and wake-like vortices pendant from 367 
the plume (in the case of the Loyalton and Bear Fires). We note that our embedded vortices 368 
are consistent with the hypothesis of Shinohara and Matsushima (2012) that CVPs could be 369 
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responsible for large FGVs in landscape scale fires, and our shedding vortices are consistent 370 
with the “tornado-like” wake vortices described in Fric and Roshko (1994). Our embedded 371 
and shedding vortex morphologies are also broadly consistent with quasi-steady on-source 372 
and unsteady off-source whirls, respectively, discussed in Tohidi et al. 2018, wherein the 373 
source refers to the fuel bed.  374 

Importantly, our data also show fire-flow interactions favor FGTVs on one flank of 375 
the fire, in this case, the anticyclonic flank. This may provide important context for 376 
identifying when and where a fire will yield an FGTV. We note that the angled head fire 377 
structures in our cases are similar to that of oval jets inclined to the crossflow, which produce 378 
asymmetric vortex structures in laboratory experiments (Wu et al. 1988). Fire-geometry and 379 
crossflow interactions have also been linked to vortex generation in other laboratory and 380 
wildfire studies (e.g., Kuwana et al. 2013; Peace et al. 2015). It is also possible that backing 381 
wind profiles favor anticyclonic vortices via linear dynamic pressure perturbations akin to 382 
those in mesocyclonic thunderstorms forming in sheared environments (Markowski and 383 
Richardson 2011). Indeed, simulations of buoyant plumes from hydrothermal vents in 384 
sheared flows (i.e., Eckman layer) also generate asymmetric CVPs (Lavelle 1997).  385 

To this end, observations from other fires suggest a possible sensitivity to the wind 386 
profile. For example, Fig. 13 shows radar observations of two other pyroCb plumes (King 387 
and Apple fires, see Table 1) that produced CVPs with flow splitting and flow reversal (arrow 388 
annotations in Fig. 13), but did not produce FGTVs. Notably, these cases have only speed 389 
shear, evident in the ash fall extending in a straight, rather than curved, trajectory from the 390 
head fire (black dashed line). They also have weaker flow reversal, which may be indicative 391 
of plumes less conducive to FGTV development due to less disruption of the crossflow. This 392 
may be analogous to identifying difference between non-tornadic and tornadic supercells 393 
where environmental factors (e.g., sheer, moisture, etc.) modulate the potential for tornadoes 394 
or in our cases, FGTVs. Future idealized modeling studies should be conducted to explore 395 
these shear-plume interactions and sensitivities, which may yield a better understanding of 396 
what tips the balance between the common CVP signature and rare FGTV formation.   397 

 398 

b. FGTVs in context 399 

It is important to place FGTV strength (𝑉!"#), depth, and damage in the context of 400 
ordinary tornadoes (Fig. 14). This is accomplished using a database of tornado 𝑉!"#, debris 401 
signature (TDS) heights, and “enhanced Fujita-scale” (EF) damage ratings 402 
(https://www.spc.noaa.gov/efscale/ef-scale.html; Emmerson et a. 2019; 2020). For the 403 
FGTVs we use the estimated vortex top rather than TDS (Appendix A2), which is not defined 404 
for FGTVs, and limit the analysis to the strongest and deepest FGTVs. These comparisons 405 
indicate that the FGTVs during the Creek and Loyalton Fires are consistent with observations 406 
of EF2-3 strength tornadoes. The Bear Fire FGTV, which was strong but shallow, resides 407 
within the considerable overlap amongst EF1-3 strength tornadoes. These EF ranges are 408 
consistent with the conditional probabilities provided by Smith et al. (2020), who show that 409 
𝑉!"# of 60-69.9 kts, as observed in the Creek Fire, yields 98, 60, 23% probabilities of 410 
exceeding EF1, 2, and 3 damage, respectively (see Fig. 7 in Smith et al. 2020).  411 

FGTV damage during the Loyalton and Creek Fires was confirmed by National 412 
Weather Service (NWS) meteorologists. For the Loyalton Fire, a damage survey found 413 
sheared off and uprooted large diameter trees consistent with EF1 damage, though we note 414 
that available damage indicators were sparse 415 
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/eventdetails.jsp?id=916709). For the Creek Fire, an 416 
Incident Meteorologist (IMET) documented EF2 damage in a location consistent with the 417 
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peak radar observed winds (see Fig. 8e). Damage included multiple 2-foot diameter trees 418 
snapped 20-30 feet up with branches and bark removed 419 
(https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/stormevents/eventdetails.jsp?id=921844). 420 

The radar estimated and observed impacts of FGTVs underscore their threat and the 421 
need to warn for their development. To this end, we note the NWS office in Reno, NV issued 422 
a tornado warning for the Loyalton FGTVs, a first of its kind, which helped alert fire-fighting 423 
personnel to the potentially deadly hazard. Future work will be required amongst wildfire 424 
stakeholders and weather forecasters to establish and refine warning criteria for these events.  425 

c. Complexities 426 

Site-specific factors, including terrain, fuels, and micro- to meso-scale flows can impact 427 
FGTV development. It is known, for example, that leesides of ridges can generate flows 428 
conducive to vortices (Simpson et al. 2013; Sharples and Hilton 2020), as can the 429 
arrangement of fuel loads (Zhou and Wu 2007). To examine these factors, Fig. 15 shows the 430 
terrain (hill shaded) and satellite imagery, representing the pre-fire fuel distributions, for each 431 
fire. The Loyalton Fire FGTVs occurred over a 10 km span on lee slopes (in southwest 432 
winds) and moved from heavier fuels at upper elevations to lighter, flashier fuels (Table 2) at 433 
lower elevations. The Creek Fire FGTVs occurred along a >10 km span along the west edges 434 
of the deeply incised San Joaquin River valley, and then into higher elevation terrain. The 435 
fuels ranged from brush and grasses to heavy timber (Table 2). The Bear Fire’s FGTVs 436 
occurred along a plateau, moving through a patchwork of previously logged plots. While 437 
informative, these limited observations are insufficient to establish the importance of terrain 438 
and fuels on FGTV development. That said, we believe the commonalities in plume and 439 
vortex structures amongst our cases suggest that terrain and fuels are not the dominant factor 440 
in these FGTVs. For example, the Creek Fire generated FGTVs over a span of 9 hours as the 441 
fire progressed ~20 km, moving through varying terrain and fuel loads. Clearly then, no one 442 
specific terrain feature or fuel configuration could explain the persistent FGTVs, which 443 
remained in a fixed location relative to the fire and plume.  444 
 445 
5. Summary 446 

We have presented three cases of large, high-impact wildfires in California that produced 447 
fire-generated tornado-strength vortices (FGTVs) and pyroCb. This is only the second 448 
observational study (after Lareau et al. 2018) to document FGTV strengths, depths, and 449 
locations and to place those data in the broader context of the wildfire plume structure and 450 
fire evolution. The observations indicate long-lived anticyclonic vortices with rotational 451 
velocity up to 30 m s-1 (60 kts), vortex depths as great as 4.9 km AGL, and plume tops as high 452 
as 16 km MSL.  453 

 From these observations we have identified two distinct FGTV morphologies: (1) 454 
Embedded vortices residing within one branch of the counter rotating vortex pair and 455 
anchored to the fire, and (2) shedding vortices, which detach from the fire and progress 456 
downstream while pendant from the bent-over plume. In addition, we have documented 457 
common flow and plume features linked to the FGTVs, which include prominent meso-scale 458 
flow reversal downstream of the head fire, flow splitting around the fire’s updraft, and bent-459 
over plume structures due to the interaction of the plumes with the cross wind. We have also 460 
shown that the vortex cores, in two cases, reach pyroCb cloud base and that vortex strength 461 
covaries with pyroCb plume depth, suggesting two-way links between the cloud processes 462 
aloft and the vortex processes at the surface.  463 
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To better understand complexities of FGTV development, including the links to 464 
pyroCb, future research with coupled fire-atmosphere models, idealized simulations, and 465 
high-resolution observations are needed. Peace et al. (2015), for example, show that the 466 
Weather and Forecasting (WRF) Model coupled with a fire-spread model (SFIRE) can 467 
produce FGVs, but only when two-way coupling between the fire and atmosphere are used. 468 
Idealized large-eddy simulations can also provide insight into the sensitivities of FGTV and 469 
pyro-convective development to wind shear, moisture, and fire geometry (e.g., Cunningham 470 
and Reeder 2009; Badlan et al. 2021). Finally, and perhaps most importantly, observations 471 
with scanning radars and lidars capable of resolving the process level details of FGVs and 472 
FGTVs are needed (e.g., Clements et al. 2018, Aydell and Clements 2021). Such data will 473 
help establish the formative mechanisms for, and kinematic structure of, FGV and FGTVs, 474 
and may help us distinguish between fires that do and don’t produce FGTVs.  475 
 Finally, while FGTVs remain rare, the occurrence of four (3 reported here, 1 in 476 
Lareau et al. 2018) in the past two years alone suggests that emergent trends in fire intensity 477 
(Williams et al. 2019; Abram et al. 2021) may yield increasing FGTV occurrence. In fact, in 478 
the time since the inception of this manuscript, initial reports suggest at least one deadly 479 
FGTV formed during the 2020-2021 pyroCb super-outbreak in Australia 480 
(https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2019/dec/31/volunteer-firefighter-samuel-481 
mcpaul-died-when-fire-tornado-overturned-10-tonne-truck; Peterson et al. 2021), and early 482 
evidence from the Bootleg Fire during July 2021 in Oregon, USA indicate a likely FGTV 483 
(https://www.heraldandnews.com/news/local_news/bootleg-fire-formed-a-tornado-with-484 
wind-speeds-higher-than-111-mph/article_0a4c466d-0a77-5b09-9411-fd04f2723251.html). 485 
Considering these events and noting that climate projections indicate conditions increasingly 486 
conducive to extreme pyro-convection (Dowdy et al. 2019), there is a continuing need to 487 
advance our understanding of, and ability to warn for, fire-generated extreme weather 488 
including FGTVs.  489 
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APPENDIX 512 

A1: Dealiasing and Peak Rotation Velocity 513 

The unambiguous velocity for a given radar’s pulse repetition frequency (PRF) and 514 
transmitted wavelength (𝜆) is given by 515 
 516 

V&'$ =	 (𝑃𝑅𝐹)𝜆/4 517 
 518 
The V&'$ (also called the Nyquist velocity) values vary with radar VCP and are listed in 519 
Table 1 for our cases. Frequency shifts exceeding PRF/2 will be aliased, such that the true air 520 
velocity (Vt) is related to the radar observed velocity (Vo) by 521 
 522 

V# =	V" 	± 2𝑛	 × V&'$	 523 
 524 
where 𝑛 = 0,1,2	for unfolded, once folded, and twice folded velocities, respectively. The 525 
identification of folded velocities relies on the occurrence of unphysical gradients in the 526 
velocity along a beam, and several dealiasing algorithms exist, including those in commercial 527 
software such as GR2analystTM.  For our cases, in which we are interested in a limited 528 
domain, we use manual dealiasing via an interactive graphical user interface in MATLAB 529 
and compare with algorithmic dealiasing in GR2analystTM.  There are some points for which 530 
the direction of, or even the need for, dealiasing is ambiguous, for which we rely on manual 531 
inspection of adjacent radials and scan angles to arrive at the most physically consistent 532 
solution.  533 

To this end, we include figures showing the raw (upper left panels), dealiased (upper 534 
right panels), and both raw (black) and dealiased (red-dashed) velocities extracted along 535 
radials near the center of rotation (Fig. A1-6). The radials in question are indicated with the 536 
black dashed and cyan dashed lines in the upper right panels. The data along these radials and 537 
the Nyquist velocity (which varies between VCPs) are shown in panels c and d, respectively. 538 
A description of these data are included below for each case. 539 
 540 
A1.1 Creek Fire Peak Rotational Velocity 541 
The peak rotational velocities during the Creek fire occurred at 2056 and 2155 UTC while the 542 
radar was in VCP215, which has a maximum unambiguous velocity of  24.18  m s-1  (47 543 
knots). A number of velocity measurements were aliased. Figures A1.1a and A1.1b show the 544 
de-aliasing performed. At 2155 UTC we note two pixels along the “cyan” radial that have 545 
somewhat ambiguous interpretation, and are not unfolded in some software (e.g., 546 
GR2analyst). However, based on consistency with overlying scan elevations and unphysical 547 
variation in the velocity along the beam we choose to de-alias these pixels. The dealiasing at 548 
2056 UTC is more straightforward. Following dealiasing we find peak rotational velocity of 549 
31.5 m s-1 (61.2 knots) and 30 m s-1 (58.3 knots) at 2056 and 2155 UTC, respectively.  550 
 551 
A1.2 Loyalton Fire Peak Rotational Velocity 552 
 553 
The peak rotational velocity during the Loyalton fire occurred during the 2125 UTC volume 554 
scan while the radar was in VCP 12, which has a maximum unambiguous velocity of 23.6 m 555 
s-1 (~45.87 knots). Several velocity measurements were aliased. Figures A1.2a and A1.2b 556 
show the dealiasing for the 0.0° and 0.5° elevation scans. In each scan three pixels are 557 
dealiased, yielding rotational velocity of 25.5 m s-1 (49.6 knots) and 26 m s-1 (50.5 knots). 558 
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 559 
A1.3 Bear Fire Peak Rotational Velocity 560 
 561 
The peak rotational velocity during the Bear fire occurred during the 0059 UTC volume scan 562 
while the radar was in VCP 35, which has a maximum unambiguous velocity of 27.88 m s-1 563 
(54.2 knots). As shown in Fig. A1.3, two pixels were dealiased, yielding a peak rotational 564 
velocity of 30 m s-1  (58.3 knots) 565 
 566 
A2: Maximum Vortex Depth 567 
 568 
The top of the vortices during each scan volume are determined by locating the upper most 569 
elevation scan where a rotational velocity signature is apparent and is vertically continuous 570 
with scans at lower elevations. This is accomplished via manual inspection of scans, as is 571 
summarized for each of our cases below.  572 
 573 
A2.1 Creek Fire  574 
The maximum vortex depth was observed during the 2059 UTC volume scan, as shown in 575 
Fig. A2.1. These data indicate a vertically continuous anticyclonic circulation up to 5564 m 576 
MSL. The ground elevation in the vicinity ranges from 1300 m MSL, yielding an 577 
approximate vortex depth of ~4200 m.  578 
 579 
A2.2 Loyalton Fire  580 
The maximum vortex depth was observed during the 2033 UTC volume scan, as shown in 581 
Fig. A2.2. These data indicate a vertically continuous anticyclonic circulation up to 6586 m 582 
MSL. The ground elevation in the vicinity was ~1650 m MSL, yielding an approximate 583 
vortex depth of ~4936 m.  584 
 585 
A2.3 Bear Fire 586 
The maximum vortex depth was observed during the 0054 UTC volume scan, as shown in 587 
Fig. A2.3. These data indicate a vertically continuous anticyclonic circulation up to 3293 m 588 
MSL. The ground elevation in the vicinity was ~1200 m, yielding an approximate vortex 589 
depth of ~2093 m.  590 
  591 
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TABLES 764 

Table 2. Metadata for NEXRAD radar sites 765 
Radar Site Radar 

ID 
Fires 
Observed 

Lat/Long Base 
Elevation 
(m MSL) 

VCP Approx. 
Distance to 
Fire (km) 

Azimuthal 
Resolution 

Reno, NV  KRGX Loyalton, 
Creek 

39.7542 
-119.4622  

2530 12 55 km 480 m 

Beale Air 
Force Base, 
CA 

KBBX Bear 39.4961 
-121.6317  

53 32, 
215 

43 km 375 

Hanford, CA KHNX Creek 36.3142 
-
119.6322; 

74 215 115 km 1 km 

Sacramento, 
CA 

KDAX Creek, 
Bear 

38.5011 
-121.6778  

9 
 

144 
km  (Bear) 
238 km 
(Creek) 

1.25 km,  
2 km 

 766 
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Table 2. Summary of fire information. 768 
 769 

Fire 
Name 

Location 
(lat/long) 

Start 
Date 

Analysis 
Date(s) 

Acres 
burned 
on day 

of 
FGTVs 

Total 
Acres 

Fuels Inciweb Link 

Loyalton 39.681/ 
-120.171 

8/14/20 8/15/20 20,000 47,029 Timber, 
sage, tall 
grass 

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6975/ 

Creek 37.201/ 
-119.272 

9/4/20 9/5/0202 45,531 379,895 Mixed 
conifer, 
grass and 
oak 
woodlands, 
shrubs/brush
. 

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/7147/ 

Bear/Nort
h Complex 

40.091/ 
-120.931 

8/17/20 9/8/2020-
9/9/2020 

193,759 318,935 Mixed 
conifer, 
brush 

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6997/ 

King 38.782/ 
-120.604 

9/13/14 9/17/14 50014 97,717 Mixed 
conifer 

N/A 

Apple 33.998/ 
-116.933 

7/31/20 8/2/20 20,000 33,424 Chaparral & 
Brush 

https://inciweb.nwcg.gov/incident/6902/ 

  770 
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FIGURES 771 

 772 
Figure 1. Schematic of vortex, plume, and flow structures observed in laboratory experiments with 773 
jets in a cross flow, reproduced from (a) Fric and Roshko (1994) and (b,c) Wu et al. (1988). 774 
Annotations have been added by the authors. (a) Bent-over plume in a crossflow exhibiting a counter-775 
rotating vortex pair (red, blue arrows) and wake vortices (red, blue shading). (b,c) Flow features 776 
around the base of a (b) circular, and (c) oval jets at an angle to the flow. Colored annotations 777 
emphasize the flow splitting (green), flow reversal (red), and wake (black dashed line) regions.  778 

 779 
 780 
  781 
 782 
  783 
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 784 
Figure 2. Overview of the meteorology during the Loyalton Fire on 8/15/2020. (a) HRRR model 785 
sounding, (b) 500 hPa heights (in meters) and 700-400 hPa layer averaged relative humidity 786 
(shading), (c) wind barbs for near-surface (blue) and 500 hPa (red) winds along with the fire 787 
perimeters (black line) and topography (shaded), and (d) KRNO sounding at 00 UTC on 16 August 788 
showing the convective condensation level (CCL), radar estimated plume tops (black dashed line) and 789 
estimated parcel ascent from the CCL (red line).  790 

  791 
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 792 
Figure 3. Overview of the Loyalton Fire’s plume growth and FGTV generation. (a) Radar reflectivity 793 
time-height diagram showing the plume tops (black line), estimated CCL (black dashed line), and the 794 
vortex vertical extents (black squares). (b) Time series of the rotation velocity (m s-1 left axis, knots 795 
right axis) for different radar elevation scans (colors). The black dashed line indicates the 20 m s-1 796 
line, which is linked to intense vortices. The right axis shows the (c) Photograph of the Loyalton 797 
Fire’s pyroCb. (d) GOES17 true-color image of the pyroCb with a red area denoting the approximate 798 
fire footprint.  799 
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 808 
Figure 4. Overview of radar signatures linked to intense FGTVs during the Loyalton Fire. (a,c,e) radar 809 
reflectivity and (b,d,f) radial velocity data averaged for the times surrounding the most intense 810 
FGTVs. The fire perimeter is approximated (black dashed line) and the FGTV vortex signature is 811 
shown in the inset. The green and red colors are flow towards and away from the radar, respectively. 812 
The maximum in- and out-bound flows are shown.  813 

  814 
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 815 
Figure 5. Summary of vortex morphologies and locations. (a,b) Time-averaged radar reflectivity and radial 816 
velocity with vortex locations (triangles). Red triangles indicate embedded vortices and magenta triangles 817 
indicate shedding vortices. Blue and red arrows show the flow splitting and reversal features, respectively, and 818 
red and blue dotted circles with arrows show the location of the counter rotating vortex pair. (c,d)Radar 819 
reflectivity iso-surfaces showing the time-averaged plume structure from (c) the northwest and (d) the 820 
southwest. The solid black lines and filled circles indicate vortex lines, with the marker size scaled to the 821 
rotational velocity.  The annotations (P1, P2) show two distinct, bifurcating plume cores, whose sense of 822 
rotation is indicated with colored arrows. (i,j) Photographs of the (i) embedded vortices within the dominant 823 
anticyclonic branch (P1,red arrows) of the counter rotating vortex pair, and (j) shedding vortices. Both 824 
photographs are taken from the northeast looking approximately along the mean wind.  825 
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 826 
Figure 6  Overview of the meteorology during the Creek Fire on 9/5/2020. (a) HRRR model 827 
sounding, (b) 500 hPa heights (in meters) and 700-400 hPa layer averaged relative humidity 828 
(shading), (c) wind barbs for the surface (blue) and 700 hpa (red) along with the fire perimeters (black 829 
line is the final perimeter, maroon line the perimeter at ~0500 UTC on 9/6/2020) and topography 830 
(shaded), and (d) Hodograph showing the change in windspeed and direction with height.   831 

 832 

 833 
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 840 
Figure 7 Overview of the Creek Fire’s plume growth and FGTV generation. (a) Radar reflectivity 841 
time-height diagram showing the plume tops (black line), estimated CCL (black dashed line), and the 842 
vortex vertical extents (black squares). (b) Time series of the rotation velocity (m s-1 left axis, knots 843 
right axis) for different radar elevation scans (colors).  The black dashed lines indicates the 20 m s-1 844 
line, which is linked to intense vortices. (c) Photograph of the Creek Fire pyroCb. (d) GOES17 true-845 
color image of the pyroCb. 846 

 847 
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 851 
Figure 8. Overview of intense FGTVs during Creek Fire. (a,d,g) radar reflectivity and (b,e,h) 852 
radial velocity data averaged for the times surrounding the most intense FGTVs. The fire 853 
perimeter is approximated (black dashed line) and the most intense FGTV signature is shown 854 
in the inset. The green and red colors are flow towards and away from the radar, respectively. 855 
(c,f,i) Fire-RGB satellite imagery showing the fire location and relative intensity along with 856 
estimated fire perimeters and FGTV locations. (j,k,l) Radar reflectivity iso-surfaces of the 857 
time-averaged plume structure looking from the southwest. The solid black lines and filled 858 
circles indicate vortex lines, with the marker size scaled to the rotational velocity.  859 

 860 
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 869 
Figure 9. Overview of the meteorology during the Bear Fire on 9/9/2020. (a) HRRR model sounding, 870 
(b) 500 hPa heights (in meters) and 700-400 hPa layer averaged relative humidity (shading), (c) wind 871 
barbs for the surface (blue) and 700 hpa (red) along with the fire perimeters (maroon line) and 872 
topography (shaded), and (d) time series of wind speed and direction from a location just north of the 873 
Fire.   874 
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 881 
Figure 10. Overview of the Bear Fire’s plume growth and FGTV generation. (a) Radar reflectivity 882 
time-height diagram showing the plume tops (black line), estimated CCL (black dashed line), and the 883 
vortex vertical extents (black squares). (b) Time series of the rotation velocity (m s-1 left axis, knots 884 
right axis) for different radar elevation scans (colors). The black dashed lines indicates the 20 m s-1 885 
line, which is linked to intense vortices. (c) Photograph of the Bear Fire pyroCu/Cb. 886 
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 893 
Figure 11 Overview of intense FGTVs during Bear Fire. (a) radar reflectivity and (b) radial 894 
velocity averaged for 0049-0137. The fire perimeter is approximated (black dashed line) and 895 
the most intense FGTV signature is shown in the insets (c,d,e). The green and red colors are 896 
flow towards and away from the radar, respectively. (f) Fire-RGB satellite imagery showing 897 
the fire location and relative intensity along with estimated fire perimeters and FGTV 898 
locations. (g,h) Radar reflectivity iso-surfaces of the time-averaged plume structure from the 899 
south (g) and east (h). The solid black lines and filled circles indicate vortex lines, with the 900 
marker size scaled to the rotational velocity. (i) webcam still at 0103 UTC showing the flow 901 
features and approximate vortex locations.  902 
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 910 
Figure 12 Overview of the time-averaged radar reflectivity and radial velocity during our three cases. 911 
Top panels (a-c) show the time-averaged reflectivity annotated to indicate the orientation of the head 912 
fire (black oval), approximate fire perimeter (narrow black dashed line), and curvature of the ash fall 913 
region (thick black dashed line). Wind barbs show the near surface (blue) and mid-tropospheric (red) 914 
wind speed and direction, noting that the axes have been rotated to facilitate comparison. Bottom 915 
panels (d-f) show the time-averaged radial velocity component with annotations showing flow 916 
splitting and enhancement (blue arrows), flow reversal downstream of the head fire (red arrows), and 917 
the location of the mean-state counter rotating vortex pair (red=anticyclonic, blue=cyclonic). Note 918 
that the color bar is reversed for the Creek Fire to facilitate the comparison (i.e., the green flows are 919 
outbound).  920 

 921 
 922 
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 926 
Figure 13 Examples of flow splitting and flow reversal for the King (top) and Apple (Bottom) Fires. 927 
Annotations are as in Fig. 11. 928 

 929 
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 933 
Figure 14. FGTV strength (vrot) and depth observations contextualized with the probability density 934 
function and joint probability density functions for vrot and Tornado Debris Signature (TDS) heights 935 
derived from a large sample of ordinary tornadoes.  936 
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 939 
Figure 15. Overview of terrain (left panels) and fuels (right panel) during the FGTVs. (a,b) Loyalton Fire, (b,c) Creek Fire, 940 
(d,e) Bear Fire. In each panel the vortex locations are shown as triangles, with color fill indicating relative time (blue is 941 
earlier, red later), and marker size indicating vortex strength. Also shown are the fire perimeters (red lines), which are 942 
estimated for the Loyalton and Bear Fires, and from NIROPs for the Creek Fire at ~0600 UTC 09/06/2020. A scale bar, 943 
showing 10 km, is included, as are the approximate surface (blue) and mid-tropospheric (red) wind barbs.  944 
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 946 
 947 

Figure A1.1a Velocity data and dealiasing during the Creek fire at 2155 UTC. (a) raw radial 948 
velocity data, including aliased pixels. (b) dealiased velocity data, vortex center (triangle), 949 
and radials for examination (black and cyan dashed lines). (c,d) Raw (black) and dealiased 950 
(red dashed) velocity data along the (c) black, and (d) cyan radials in panel b.  951 
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 953 
Figure A1.1b. Velocity data and dealiasing during the Creek Fire at 2056 UTC. (a) raw radial 954 
velocity data, including aliased pixels. (b) dealiased velocity data, vortex center (triangle), 955 
and radials for examination (black and cyan dashed lines). (c,d) Raw (black) and dealiased 956 
(red dashed) velocity data along the (c) black, and (d) cyan radials in panel b.  957 
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 963 
Figure A1.2a Velocity data and dealiasing during the Loyalton Fire at 2125 UTC for the 0 964 
degree elevation scan. (a) raw radial velocity data, including aliased pixels. (b) dealiased 965 
velocity data, vortex center (triangle), and radials for examination (black and cyan dashed 966 
lines). (c,d) Raw (black) and dealiased (red dashed) velocity data along the (c) black, and (d) 967 
cyan radials in panel b.  968 

 969 
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 972 
Figure A1.2b  Velocity data and dealiasing during the Loyalton Fire at 2125 UTC for the 0.5 973 
degree elevation scan. (a) raw radial velocity data, including aliased pixels. (b) dealiased 974 
velocity data, vortex center (triangle), and radials for examination (black and cyan dashed 975 
lines). (c,d) Raw (black) and dealiased (red dashed) velocity data along the (c) black, and (d) 976 
cyan radials in panel b.  977 
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  981 

Figure A1.3 Velocity data and dealiasing during the Bear fire at 0059 UTC on 
9/9/2020. (a) raw radial velocity data, including aliased pixels. (b) dealiased 
velocity data, vortex center (triangle), and radials for examination (black and 
cyan dashed lines). (c,d) Raw (black) and dealiased (red dashed) velocity data 
along the (c) black, and (d) cyan radials in panel b.  
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 982 
Figure A2.1 Vortex vertical extent and rotational velocity for the Creek Fire at 2059 UTC. 983 
Each panel shows the vortex core (black triangle), if present and the domain over which we 984 
evaluate the rotational velocity (black dashed circle). The rotational velocity and vortex 985 
height MSL is shown in the title of each panel.  986 
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 988 
Figure A2.2 Vortex vertical extent and rotational velocity for the Loyalton Fire at 2033 UTC. 989 
Each panel shows the vortex core (black triangle), if present and the domain over which we 990 
evaluate the rotational velocity (black dashed circle). The rotational velocity and vortex 991 
height MSL is shown in the title of each panel.  992 
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 994 
Figure A2.3 Vortex vertical extent and rotational velocity for the Bear Fire at 0059 UTC. 995 
Each panel shows the vortex core (black triangle), if present and the domain over which we 996 
evaluate the rotational velocity (black dashed circle). The rotational velocity and vortex 997 
height MSL is shown in the title of each panel.  998 
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